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ZMANIM )YOUR MINHAG MAY VARY(
Shkiah:
6:45 PM
Shabbos Ends:
7:20 PM
Candle Lighting (next week – Vayeira ): 6:22 PM

NEWS AND EVENTS
Thank You to Rabbi Bukspan for hosting this weeks
Thursday Night Mishmar.

Rabbi Salfer is now offering a weekly shiur (for men)
on the topic of relationships, with a focus on those
between men and women. The basis of the shiur is a
discussion of the Biblical foundation of each of the
gender characteristics of men and women. For those
who want to know why men will be men and women
will be women, this shiur is for you. Held every
Wednesday, 9:00 PM, at Beit David Highland Lakes Shul.

Location, Location, Location:
By Rabbi Avraham Bukspan

וַיַעְ תֵ ק מִ שָ ם הָ הָ ָרה מִ קֶ ֶדם לְ בֵית אֵ ל וַיֵט ָאהֳ ֹלה
)ח:בֵית אֵ ל מִ יָם ו ְהָ עַ י מִ קֶ ֶדם(יב
And he moved from there to a mountain in the east of
Beis-El, and pitched his tent, with Beis-El on the west and Ai on the
east” (Bereishis 12:8).
Generally, when one wants to delineate the location of a certain place, he will do so in
relationship to well-known landmarks, and explain that his locale is between Point A
and Point B. One would say, “I am staying in a hotel between the Convention Center
and City Hall,” or “The hotel is east of the Convention Center and west of City Hall.”
One would not say, “The Convention Center is to my west and City Hall is to my east,”
with the landmarks relative to and seemingly subordinate to the not as well-known
and less important hotel.
Why, then, does the Torah, in describing where Avraham “set up shop,” say that
he pitched his tent with Beis-El to the west and Ai on the east? Why not write that his
tent was east of Beis-El and west of Ai?
At the founding ceremony of the yeshivah in Kletzk, Rabbi Aryeh Leib Fine, the
Slonimer Rav, explained: The entire world was created to serve the tzaddik and oveid
Hashem, and it is by their deeds and commitment to Torah that the world’s existence
is maintained. In spiritual terms, however large or well-known a city may be, it is
smallest city or humblest place assumes a position of prominence and true renown with the

dwarfed in comparison to the abode of a tzaddik. The
arrival of the tzaddik.
In the eyes of Hashem, the tzaddik’s location is the most important and notable landmark.
Until this point, Beis-El and Ai were the well-known and featured landmarks on any map. But with the arrival of Avraham, for whom the world was
created (see Midrash Rabbah 12:9), the landmarks shifted. In the celestial map of Hashem, it is the tent of Avraham that was shining brighter than any
other location. He and his work were what mattered most in the world. Beis-El and Ai (the former landmarks) are now described relative to the home
of the tzaddik, the tent of Avraham!
Rav Aryeh Leib Fine, the Slonimer Rav, concluded his speech at the ceremony, “Until today, if one were to ask where the shtetl of Kletzk is located, the
answer would have been, ‘It is between this place and this place.’ But now, with the establishment of the yeshivah in this heretofore unknown town,
the situation reverses, as Kletzk becomes a place of prominence and renown — and a point of reference.
“In the celestial map of Hashem, Kletzk and other bastions of Torah are the capital cities, and the seemingly well-known cities are secondary to the
mekomos haTorah.”

Water from the
Stone
Vayikach - Took. According
to the Zohar why does the
passuk say Avraham Took
Sara.
(Stone Chumash, Beraishis
12:5)

Thursday Night Mishmar
For more info on
Yeshivas Doresh:
www.doresh.com
(216)-233-0065
2676 NE 204th Ter.,
33180; Highland Lakes
(Aventura)

By Yosef Benjamin (Crown Heights, NY)
This past Thursday for mishmar we had a kumzitz in the dark with one of our own rabbeim Rabbi
Berkman. He came with a djembe which he let everyone use. Meanwhile the bochurim who play
instruments brought them out and started playing along with the singing. After that we had a
delicious cholent made by Moshe Perel. We would like to thank Rabbi Berkman for coming and
making it leibidik and Moshe Perel for making the cholent.

Meet: Elchonon Skolnik
By Editorial Staff

This year in Yeshivas Doresh we would like to
show the diversity of interests and customs of the bochurim and faculty.
th

Elchonon is a 16 year old bochur from Monsey, New York, he is one of our 11 graders this year. This year
rd
is his 3 year in the Yeshiva. Some of his favorite classes include Rabbi Bukspans shiur, Prof. Bens Science
class and Fitness with Prof. Don.

Conference Call From Israel
By Moshe Perel (Toronto, CA)
This past Thursday the Yeshiva joined a conference call from Nir Barkat the Mayor of Jerusalem that was broadcasted all over the United
States by hotline. First Mayor Barkat spoke about what’s happening in Israel like the stabbings and fire bombs. They then had a Q&A
session where people asked the Mayor their questions. There were calls coming in from the east coast to the west coast, one of the
people who called said that they’re starting to take all the video footage and they’re going to make a story out of it. Thank you to the
federation of Miami for organizing this conference call and to Mayor Barkat for taking time out of his busy schedule to share his unique
insights.

Blast From The Past Newsletter #9
By Editorial Staff

This year in Yeshivas Doresh we are going to be remembering the good things that happen in Yeshiva in the past by having
articles from previous editions of the newsletter.

A Super Sunday by Yosef Benjamin (Crown Heights, NY)
This past Sunday, we went to K1 Speed, an indoor go-kart racing track. We had
to wait an hour to go on the go-karts, so we played the arcade and pool table
while we waited. I played Moshe Perel at pool and won. Finally, I got to ride on the go-karts. I felt
nervous and excited at the same time. Once I was in my car, I started to pull out at 10 miles an
hour, when suddenly it shot to 45 miles an hour! I came in third place with an average time of
about 37 seconds per lap, and I was sixth place out of the entire yeshiva.
Afterwards, we went to Miami Beach for a barbecue at the house of Avi Shulson, who
sponsored the trip. Shortly after meeting him, I found out that he was Chabad like me and that he
had dollars from the Rebbe. Then he showed
me pictures of the Rebbe giving him the
dollars when he was around fifteen years old. Meanwhile, Moshe Perel manned the barbecue grill
and made our food. We had hot dogs, hamburgers, fries, and onion rings. In the middle of the meal,
Mr. Shulson showed us a miniature rocket set he owned (Rafi dubbed it “Mr. Crayola”, as it was in
the shape of a crayon), and his son helped us launch it into the sky. The first time it landed in the
front of the house, and the second time we lost it in a neighbor’s yard. Then we bentched (which I
led) and davened mincha before leaving.
On behalf of Yeshivas Doresh, thank you to Rabbi Gray for arranging the trip, and to Mr. Avi
Shulson for financing it.
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Read All About How We Got To Our 50th
Edition, The Post High Schools Trip To
Orlando And About Rabbi Cashs Shiur Ice
Cream Party.
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